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  Rear seats 
Seat bench, removing and installing 

Removing  

- Raise seat bench (arrows -A-) and pull to the 
front (arrow -B-). 
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  Installing  

- Slide seat bench to the rear (arrow -A-). 

- Guide anchorage eyes into plastic clips (arrows -
B-). 
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  Left backrest, removing and installing 

Removing  

- Unscrew bolts -1- and remove clamp -2-. 
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Installing  

- Raise backrest -1- from center bracket -2- (arrow 
-A-) and pull from mounting bracket -3- (arrow-B-
). 

- Install in reverse order of removal. 
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  Right backrest, removing and installing 

Removing  

- Unscrew bolts -1- and remove clamp -2-. 
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Installing  

- Raise backrest -1- from center bracket -2- (arrow 
-A-) and pull from mounting bracket -3- (arrow -
B-). 

- Install in reverse order of removal. 
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  Left backrest lock, removing and installing 

Removing  

Installing  

Note:  

When installation use new self-locking nuts. 

- Remove left backrest  page 72-26 . 

- Remove cover and upholstery for left backrest  
page 74-21 . 

- Loosen bolted connections (arrows) and remove 
backrest lock -1-. 

- Install in reverse order of removal. 
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  Rear backrest (one piece), removing and 
installing 

- Remove seat bench  page 72-24 . 

- Remove headrests. 

- Press upholstery down in area of headrest 
guides and use screwdriver to press headrest 
bracket forward to unlock -arrow A-. 

- Pull headrest guides up and out. 

- Open center armrest, press brackets -1- and -2- 
outward and remove frame 

- Remove screw -4-. 
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  Vehicles with three point tether anchor  

Note:  

With installation, be sure to install headrest guides 
prior to mounting belt guide -4- and cover -3-. 

- Remove screw -1- and remove metal fitting -2- 
from seatbelt. 

- Remove cover -3- and unclip belt guide -4-. 
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  All vehicles  

Installation  

Install in reverse order of removal  

Note:  

Replace guide grommets -1- prior to re-installing 
seat backrests. 

- Unfasten rear backrest in area of outer 
headrests. 

- Remove seat backrest from lock and lift upward. 
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  Headrest guides, removing 

Removing  

- Remove left backrest  page 72-26 . 

- Remove cover and upholstery for left backrest  
page 74-21 . 

- Press in tabs -1- and -2- and press out headrest 
guides -3- and -4- from bracket -5-. 
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  Seat bench with integrated child seat, 
retrofitting (vehicles up to KW 31.98) 

- Remove seat bench  page 72-24 . 

- Clip in two grommets -1-. 

- Secure adapter -2- with screw -3- to guide -4- on 
left and right. 
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  - Position seat bench with integrated child seat in 
installed position in vehicle. 

- Mark the position of the holes to be drilled 
(arrows) with a punch. 

- Remove seat bench. 

- Drill four holes (arrows) (  9 mm). 
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  - Tighten blind rivet nuts -1- with wrench VAS 
5073. 

- Install seat bench -2- and fasten bolts -3-. 
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  - Clip in cover cap -1- on left and right. 

- Removing headrest. 

- Slide belt guide -2- over the new outer rod of the 
headrest support. 

- Install headrest. 
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  Seat bench with integrated child seat, 
retrofitting (vehicles from KW 32.98 on) 

- Remove seat bench  page 72-24 . 

- Clip in two grommets -1-. 
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  - Tighten blind rivet nuts -1- with wrench VAS 
5073. 

- Install seat bench -2- and fasten bolts -3-. 
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  - Clip in cover cap -1- on left and right. 

- Remove headrest. 

- Slide belt guide -2- over the new outer rod of the 
headrest support. 

- Install headrest. 
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  Seat bench with integrated child seat, 
retrofitting (wagon) (vehicles up to KW 
31.98) 

- Remove seat bench. 

- Secure adapter -1- with screw -2- to guide -3- on 
left and right. 
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  - Position right seat bench -1- in installed position 
in vehicle. 

- Secure outer seat hinge -2- with bolts -3- to the 
body. 

- Secure inner seat hinge -4- with spacer -5- and 
bolt -3- to body. 

- Install caps -6- with screws -7- to seat hinges -2- 
and -4-. 

- Install caps -8- over screws -7-. 
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  - Position left seat bench -1- in installed position in 
vehicle. 

- Secure outer seat hinge -2- with bolts -3- to the 
body. 

- Secure inner seat hinge -4- with spacer -5- and 
bolt -3- to body. 

- Install caps -6- with screws-7- to seat hinges -2- 
and -4-. 

- install caps -8- over screws -7-. 
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  - Remove headrest. 

- Slide belt guide -1- over the new outer rod of the 
headrest support. 

- Install headrest. 
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  Seat bench with integrated child seat, 
retrofitting (wagon) (vehicles from KW 
32.98 on) 

- Remove seat bench. 

- Position right seat bench -1- in installed position 
in vehicle. 

- Secure seat hinges -2- with bolts -3- to the body. 

- Install caps -4- with screws -5- to seat hinges -2-. 

- Install caps -6- over screws -5-. 
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  - Position left seat bench -1- in installed position in 
vehicle. 

- Secure seat hinges -2- with bolts -3- to the body. 

- Install caps -4- with screws -5- to seat hinges -2-. 

- Install caps -6- over screws -5-. 
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  - Remove headrest. 

- Slide belt guide -1- over the new outer rod of the 
headrest support. 

- Install headrest. 
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  Rear lower anchor bracket for LATCH 
"Lower Anchors and Tethers for 
CHildren", installing 

Notes: 

- Remove seat bench  page 72-24 . 

- Install bracket -1- with bolts -2-. 

 30 Nm 

 The anchorage bars shown in the illustration are 
for vehicles with front wheel drive. The 
anchorage bars for vehicles with 4Motion are 
similar. 

 Ensure that the Part Numbers are correct for 
the vehicle: 
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    Rear lower anchors  

    Illustration shows location of rear lower anchors for rear seat.  

Notes: 
 Rear lower anchors secure the child restraint in the seat without using 
the vehicle's safety belts. Anchors provide a secure and easy-to-use 
attachment and minimize the possibility of improper child restraint 
installation. 

 Rear lower anchor attachment points are located between the rear 
seat back and rear seat cushion for the outboard seating positions. 

 Inside anchors are not recommended for attaching rear lower anchors 
to a LATCH seat in the middle position. Three-point lap/shoulder belt 
should be used. 


